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Students utilize senate service

Book exchange ends today
The Student Senate Book
Exchange, now in its fourth
year, ends today. Students
are asked to pick up books
and money at Newman Center by 5 p.m. today.
Don Stello, chairman of the
book exchange, said that 7500
books were brought in on Monday. He expected a total of
between 15 and 16 thousand
books to be brought in to the
exchange.
Students are charged a service charge of ten cents for
paperbacks and 15 cents for
.::,, hard cover books when they
buy them. Students with discount cards are not charged
a service charge. There is a
ten cents service charge on
out-of-town checks.
The service charge is used
to pay expenses of the ex change, Stello said. These expenses include rent for Newman, signs, brochures and
cards.·
Student help is paid 25 or
30 cents an hour from money
left ·over after expenses are
paid. Most students working
at the exchange are working
for organizations such as
sororities and fraternities . The
organizations receive the pay .
for these students. Stello estimated that only 10 out of 70
people working are working
individually.
Coats are not allowed in the
exchange in order to m_inimize
stolen books, Stello said. The
firokstil!~h~~~S:ays stu~ents
. Books .that are not picked
up after the exchange, are
-:: sold th~ next quarter _at "s1;1per savmgs" , Stello said. This
quarter, hard cover books
were sold for 25 cents and
paperbacks for 15 cents.
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For SCS

University status
There is a distinct possibility that SCS will become a
"University" as early as 1972,
~ - according to Dr. Alfred Lease,
~' vice president for Administrative Affairs.
Lease said that extensive
studies by the State College
Board of the entire State College system have revealed
that some of Minnesota's State
Colleges, notably SCS and
ManRato State, have the capability to become universities

civil service, faculty, collegecommunity relationships, and
others. According to these results, Lease strongly indicates
that university status would
be highly beneficial for SCS.
Lease is chairman of the CamCommi'ttee ,
pus
Plann1·ng
which included twelve subcommittees consisting of persons from the community,
faculty, administrators, and
students.

He said that this particular
committee would wind · up its
:: ~~~~g ~~u~ia~f!~: :~~~~a:~ work in about a month and
fines as "practitioner de- then be disbanded. An "imgrees," doctor of arts and doc- plementation committee" will
tor of education.
then be formed to carry out
According to a College the recommendations of the
~ Board newsletter, the plan initial group with the help of
would not duplicate the spe- SCS's new president.
cialized graduate research reSpeaking specifically of the
quired to receive a Ph.d. de- university plan, Lease exgree at the University of Minn- plained that "We need to lay
plans, decide on our programs,
esota.
and how much it's all going
" The doctor of arts degree to cost."
- is structured around a broad
: base of education, while at
The State College Board has
- the same time concentrating requested $250,000 from the
- on one particular area of State Legislature for the purstudy," Lease explained. He pose of implementing the unisaid such a degree is not only versity program. The news
useful in college teaching, but letter said that "separate ap- also in other areas the recip- propriations" would hopefully
ient may wish to go into, such be forthcoming from certain
as government or administra- unnamed college accredidation agencies and the Minntive work.
~ Lease also cited the results esota Higher Education Com.:::, of a study und~rtaken during mittee, which, Lease · ex"coordinates a 11
the past year to examine plained,
many facets of SCS; cunicu- higher education in Minnlum, fiscal, governmental, esota." Lease feels however,

by '72? The College
that the $250,000 requested
of the legislature will be
enough by itself if other
monies are not forthcoming .
.
Answering critics of the umversity plan who charge that
if SCS becomes a university,
badly needed funds now allocated for rebuilding the undergraduate program, construction of new buildings, and raising faculty salaries would be
cut to provide for the new program, Lease strongly emphaszised that he would "oppose
·
b k
vehimently" any cuttmg ac
of the undergraduate program,
or any of the afore mentioned
programs and projects. He
warned that SCS must not fall
into the trap many colleges
around the country are falling
into-that is, cutting undergraduate programs in favor
of graduate programs.
According to the newsletter,
university status greatly aids
an institution in " recruiting
faculty and in obtaining government
and
foundation
grants, and in increasing general academic prestige."
Many excellent faculty, he
explained, are diverted from
accepting teaching positions
at SCS and other of the state
colleges simply because they
lack the name "university."

University
(Cont. on p. 6, col. 3
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St. Cloud State, St. Cloud, Mn. 56301

Sno-Daze
heads named
Shannon Owen ,and Johnda
Becker have been selected
to head Sno-Daze which will
take place durin,g winter quarter. The main ingredients for
the annual event includes a
concert, soow games, snow
sculpt~, sports car rallye,
semi-formal dance, and a ski
day at Powder Ridge.

Rossane Golde and Todd
C~lson h~ ,t he d~n~e co~rmttee, while publicity will
be handl~ by Becky Jo~on
and Cheri Fenstad. Coronation

~~
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European tour set
The School of Fine Arts ai!ld
the School of Liberal Arts and
Sciences at SCS will sponsor
a 39 day study tour in Western
Europe next summer· Students
may earn up to eight credits
in art history and history.
The countries inicluded on
the tour include Italy, Austria,
Switzerland,
Germany,
France, and England. The
major cities on the itinerary
are Rome, Florence, Venice,
Munich, Lucerne, Innsbruck,
Paris, and London. The sche·
duled date of departure is
JU!lle 21.
linduded in the cost of $1;195
per student is jet travel to
.

and from Europe, all travel
in Europe, two meals · daily,
room accommodations, sightseeing tours aJnd insUJrance.
Registration · for credit is
an additional $6.75 per undergraduate credit for state residents and $15 per undergraduate credit for non-residents.
Graduate cost per credit will
be $9 for residoots and $19
for non-residents.
Additional iinformatioo may
be obtained by cootacting Dr•
Warren Armstrong or Dr. Edward Mattill in Mitchell Hall
before January 8. Registration
for the trip will close oo January 15.

Art exhibit here:

b:n~eat:;/ii:~:ia~~
the parade directed by Gayle Lithographs, etchings and
Kuenvold and Tom Kiazeck.
woodcuts never before exhiOther chairmen
include: bited in this area will be disCamie Casby, Joe Ayers, and played by St. Cloud artist
Jim Laramie, Ski Day; Sandy William
Ellingson t O day
Haaf, Art Birnbaum, and Mike through Jan. 22 at St. Cloud
Parenteau, concert; Sally-Jo State
Houkon and Vem Athman,
·
sculpture; Claudia Del Zoppo,
An exhibition opening is set
Fund drive; · and Cathy Ci-owe for today from 8-10 p.m. in
and Craig Zemke ,as, Judges.the Headley Hall gallery.

Regular gallery hours are
weekdays from 8:30 a.m. to
4 : 30 p.m. . . .
.
.
The exhibition will ~onsISt
of about 37 works Ellingson
has created ~ the past year.
Many of the lithos were done
last fall while Ellingson was
on sabbatical leave from St.
Cloud State, where he is an
associate professor of art. .
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Who fires?
Alex Stach, SCS sociology instructor, has
not be re-hired for the 1971 term. The non-renewal of Stach has raised many questions among
SCS students. On what basis is a faculty member fired? Who fires an instructor?
The majority of students who have been
associated with of have had classes from Stach
feel that SCS will be losing a valuable instructor.
Stach "knew how to teach." "I learned more
from him than any other instructor." "It was
because of Alex Stach that I went into sociology."
Perhaps some reform need take place on
Departmental meetings and Appointment, Promotion and Tenure Committee policies. Students
should ' take part in the academic decision to
hire and fire instructors.
Qualifications may look good on paper, but
if an instructor cannot relate what he is to teach
to his students, what good is he? Most students
can judge- whether or not a teacher can teach.
We encourage students who have had Alex
Stach as an instructor to attend a meeting of an
appeals committee of the Faculty Senate and
listen to rationale presented for the non-retention. The meeting will be held Monday, January
11, at 1 p.m. in the Civic-Penney room, Atwood.

Return them
It isn't often that a professor will ·keep a
file of his previous examinations let alone allow
students to use them for studying purposes.
George Garrigan, instructor of chemistry, was
one such person.
He felt that the students benefited by previous examinations and allowed them to study
from them when in his office. At the end of the
last quarter the file of exams were. taken from
Garrigan's office and never returned.
Garrigan believes that as a result of this "future students may keenly miss this nonreplaceable study aid." He has made a plea for the return of the volume in either original or duplicated form.
We believe that it is appalling that when an instructor goes out of his way to help students
study for exams this courtesy is not returned.
We would like to see more instructors take such
interest in their students but if stolen property
is the result then one could not blame the instructors for not showing interest
If the person who took the · exams would
like to return them but are afraid to do so directly to Garrigan, we ask you to drop them off
at the Chronicle office. We will return them for
you.
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Among college students

To§!!.~,cide !.~ru.£!>!1!!?1°!11clt~~~.~~ ~ ?Jd,gg~t

One of the serious problems
in college and university life
today is the lack of attention
to the personality needs of
the students. Suicide is the.
second most common cause
of death on the camp~,
topped only by automobile
accidents; but th~ who ~ave
st&died the subJed believe
that half of the latter ar~
"concealed suicides"; thus ~wcide actually leads the list.
th
Dr. Howard A. ~usk of _ e
New York Univers~ty Medical
Center collected estimates
90,000 stude~~ each ye~ te
threaten swcide,- one m n
will make the
attempt, and
will be 1 000 ctual
that there
v
,
a .
deaths resulting. Beyond this,

~

million stu~ts, "some 600,000
have emotional proble~ for
wh~ch thez, need professiooal
assistance.
Ti..-- National Institute of
u~
•
that "the
Mental
Health fms
factor of human isolatioo and
withdrawal" appears to be
critical; and the colleges ~
cogniize the serious problem
created by these "lone!"S" and
are trying to provide help but
admit (in hundreds of letters
t.o us from deans) that they
do not have adequate solu-

tions·

threaten it, much liBh! could ing? J~t how did they save
be thrown. on the subJect by themselves
learning what factors enabled We will not publish the
the fortunate ones to w~rk
of aillY individuals or
out of ·their difficulties and namhesl . the 1·nformation will
k·eep going.
.
SC 00 s,
be
handled statistically and
With the help of a friend anonym'ously. If you can call
who is . vitally interested in the attention of your readers
this subject the American to this study and ask for
Institute of Family Relations volunteers who will write their
is carrying- out a nationwide experiences to me ( "persoo")
study of what is being dooe at the above adress, it may
and what could and should contribute toward saving valbe done. We need to hear from uable lives.
as many students and former We shall certainly be most
students as possible whe have grateful for any help you can
faced such a crisis. What give
pulled them out of it? Was
·
·t ·d furnished ·by the college Paul . Popenoe, Sc.D·
1 ru
or university? or other com- President

This waste of some of the
. ,5 f. t
g people
nation
mes _younf_
is intolerable
Smee or every
ct al d th 'nearly a hundred
a u
ea '
!!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll(IIIII~

Nazis are back,
oppose peace
To the Editor:
rt has come to the attention
of some people on this campus
that politics is no joke. .
It seems that an o r ~ tion has made an attempt to
arouse the apathetic and ~lent majority to join their
ranks in spreading their ideology and doctrine of racism
and white superiority. I am
referring to the American
Nazi Party and evidence of
thek existence here on our
cam.pus.
In order to slow down the
Peace movement, these enemies not only a,ttempt to keep
the silent majority ignoran,t,
but also create confrontation
between them.
From some of the leaflets
and ar-ticles that I have found
and II'ead on campus, it seems
that the American Niw Party
would like to see their superior
race eliminate anyone who
isn't white, including their
favorite victims, the Jews.

telling tales

ple to their cause, the N~ZI
Party has added -to the list
race-mixers which include all
minorities.
I have been bom an American Indian and I have been
oomned as a race-mixer
cobynn'gh+,~-wmg
• . fac=
:,,,4-~ . .1,
Tt seems
•
out
th + this <1•...hr 15
to me a,.
· p.......,
··
to help crush ~e pe~ce. movemoot by creating friction betw~ gi:oups 1 by .use 1 ~
rac1S1D.. Smee
am mvo v
m t;h~ Pea~e Movement,. fhe
Nazis refutiate all ~y belie!s,
Any gi:-ou~ that assoc1iates ~ th
are _enelllles of the American
Nazi Party, I therefore
nounce the ~erican Nazi
Par,ty as oppos1tion to the
Peace, Movement.

§

THE TWO-SIDED COIN
by Jean Collins

§

§
§

§

"Whew that was close!" said Wrathcliffe, as he sat §
§ in the vac~ train seat. He'd stopped in the station bar §
§ for a quick one and missed two ~rlier trains.
.
E
§ . "Were you speaking to me?' asked the man m the §
window seat.
.
E
just said
_
-..1- "I
hin.
,, I made this train by the harr of my razor- ~
_

=
=
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=

C
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· Harris, the window-seat man, smiled perfunctorily §
§ and returned to his new-spaper.
§
§
Wrathcliffe glanced at his seat companion's headline §
§ (it was about Biafra) and , noticing Harris was brown- §
E colored, knew he'd have the inside scoop. A man doesn't §
§ put on a beautiful glow just to talk to himself. "Say. • ." §
§ he began, "Tell me about this Biafra business. I mean . . . §
§ whatinhell was that about?"
§
§
"Would you like to see part of the paper?" Harris §
§ asked.
§
§
"Hell, n0-::..they never th-ell the trufu, anyway. What §
§ I want to know is what really went on there .. ."
§
§
"I don't know much more than you do," Harris said. §
Ste-ve Aubid
§ "I've never been to Africa. According to reports , I guess §
. - - - - - - - - - - . § the ar-Jficial country·of Nigeria realized just how artificial §
§ it is. And, of course, there's the oil and the minerals ... " §
§
"Artificial! What's that got to do with anything? Near §
Chronicle
§ as I can see, it was all those Negr ... beg your pardon §
Published Tuesdays and Fridays
throughout the school year ex§ ... black people killing each o~her. How can they run §
cept for vacation periods. Second
= a country by butchering the population?"
~
class postage paid at St. Cloud,
"I'm afraid it's more complicated than that," Hanis §
Minn. Student subscriptions takPollution course
said, as he folded the -newspape,r on his lap. "Nigeria is §
en from the student activity
a big _country with many nationalities ... "
§
fund. Mail subscription rate is
will he offered
"But -fuey're aU the same people.''
§
$2.00 per quarter or $5.00 per
"Not really. There are many different tribes in §
Chemistry 322, "Introduction academic year.
Nigeria and each tribe is a nationality-like the Teutons E
to the Chemistry of Pollution'' , ltlitor-i11-Chief............... Sus111 Rtinelt
and Saxons and Latin groups in Europe. It was the §
is a new course that will be Asseciate lditor............... Steve loncloat
English who said they're aJl Nigerians."
§
offered spring quarter of this lusiness --.«......... Mark lnquist
"Huh?"
§
year. The four hour lecture- Chief Photographer.......... Johl PttersR
"It's
like
Europe-only
more
so,
because
Africa
is
§
laboratory course will emphabigger. For example, let's say a new coun-~y is set up §
size the origin, identification,
with
Paris as its capital but including Brussels, Amster- §
behavior ood control of specifdam and Frankfurt. Now, because Paris is the capital E
Mass registration went so well fall quarter,
ic chemicals which adversely
they call this country France. But there are also Belgians, §
affect water quality, air qualthat some loopholes just had to occur for winter
Dutch and Germans living -there.''
§ ...,
ity,
or
land
quality
and
will
quarter registration. How many students man"What's all that got to do with Biaifra ?"
§
consider some of the related
aged to get all the classes they wanted without
"I'm just trying to show how many different peoples §
technological problems.
even going to Halenbeck Hall? How many stuare involved . . ."
§
dents pulled cards for other students?
"But they're all Africans, aren't they? Doesn't that §
Prerequisites for the course Beginning January 11, 1971, §
§
Keith Rauch, Director of Admissions and · have been set low to encour- the Financial Aids Office will § make them one people?"
be
giving
out
Financial
Aid
§
"OnJy
in
the
sense
that
Europeans
are
all
one
people."
§
age
the
participation
of
int~rRecords, explained that coordinators ?f mass
. .
,
"But Africans are all black."
§ ..
ested students of many dis· App~cat10ns,
registration are aware of the card pulling that
Parentsstu Conf,i- ~
"Anrl Europeans are all white. Look at the situation §
ciplines.
However
it
is
now
took place during the registration procedur~s a~d
denti_al ~tatements,
dent s § between the United States and Russia. If it weren't for
necessary to obtaiiru a reason~ Conf.1de~tial Statements, a nd § the fear of total annihilation ... "
§ ~
they are taking steps to prevent such action m
ably accurate estimation of applications for Work-S tu dy §
"Now what's THAT got to do with Biafra?"
§
future registration processes. "Our job is to
how ma!lllY participants to ex- for the 1971-72 school year.
§
"I'm just trying to point out that Americans and §
cr.eate an efficient registration system and it's
pect this spring so that ~esThe
deadline
for
turning
§
R~ssians
are both white. According to your reasoning, §
got to be a fair one," Rauch explained.
sary equipmenit and supplies
applications
in
is
March
I,
§
this
~~kes
them one people. Why should they hate each §
can be assembled in time.
The two-quarter old system was formed in
1971
= other.
Those
students
seriously
intera manner to keep registration procedures as
·
§
Wrathcliffe could see he was getting nowhere. Besides, §
ested iiru enrolling in Chem- The
simple as possible but .card pulling for ot~er. stuschedule for giving out § all these mental acrobatics were causing his glow to fade. §
istry
322
this
spring
are
redents will create all kmds of future restrictions.
applications is as follows: Jan. § May as well take a quick snooze. Hiking up his collar ~
quested to contact Mr. George 11 (A-F) Jan. 12 (G-L) , Jan. § to hug his ear lobes, he told Harris, "I guess you don't § -Such restrictions may prolong the registration A.
Garrigan (Brown Hall 104) 13 (M-R), and Jan. 14 (S-Z). § know any more about Biafra than I do--even if you are § -oOI
process.
or Dr. John Laakso (Brown Time for turning in the appli- ~ black. All that business about America and Russia! Hell, §
We have a good thing going now, let's keep
Hall-316) prior to January 15, cations each day is from 8:30 § man-anyone can see that's clifferent."
~
it!
1971.
a.m.-4 p.m.
~1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111;
§

00:

Fix loopholes

Apply for aid
by March 1st

=

=
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Praises SCS democratic process

Effective June 30

•
Lease: students 'tremendous'
resign
Lease, Holmgren
Dr. Alfred A. Lease and Dr.
Marvin E. Holmgren have
submitted their resignations
as vice presidents at St. Cloud
State College, effective next
June 30.
Dr• Lease has not announced
his intentions. Dr. Holmgren
will return to fulltime teaching at the college.
Dr. Lease is vice president
for administrative affairs and
Dr. HolmgrE:n is vice president
for academic affairs. Both
were appointed to the positions
July 1, 1967, by the State .College Board upon the recommendation of P:::-esiC:~t Robert
H. Wick. Dr· Wick also has
announced his resignatiorn as
president, effective next June
JO.
"It is with regret that I accept th es e resignation,"
President Wick commented.
"Both men have served the
college ably and diligently
during a difficult period of
change. I wish to express my
personal appreciation for their
valuable contributions of time
and talent.''
As administrative vice presi·
.dent, Dr. Lease if responsible
for business operations, auxilid.fy services, computer services, campus planning and
institutional
research.
Dr·
Holmgren's responsibilities as
academic vice president in·
elude all coursework, both
on and off campus, arlmissions and records, educational
:"adio a ·,·· tP.-le 1isiun, learning ,
1·esource,: , ~ademic services

Education.
A faculty member since
1959, Dr. Lease holds two degrees from St. Cloud and a
Ph.D. degree from the University of Minnesota. He has
been presidev.t a111d executive
secretary of the Minnesota
Industrial Arts Association and
a member of the board of governors of the American Industrial Arts Associatioo.
At st- Cloud, he has been
a professor of industrial technology and chairman of the
technology department. He
also has served as chairman
of the Faculty Senate and cochairman of the steering committe,e for long-range campus
plairuning. He is the author of

a textbook in electronics and
numerous manuals and artides in professionial publications.
Dr. Holmgren previously
served as academic dean and
dean of the School of Grad;
uate Studies. During his 21
years at the college, he also
has been a professor of edu·
cation and director of research.
Dr. Holmgren has co-authored two monographs and has
conduc!ed several sc~ool surveys m central . Mmnesota.
He has been president of the
St- Cl?ud State College chapter
of Phi Delta Kappa. He holds
a B.S. degree frcm St. Cloud
and M.A. an~ Ph:D. degr~
from the Umvers1ty of Mm~
nesota.

. H I
D.r. Marvm o mgren

Dr. Alftred Lease, vice president for administrative affairs,
called the students at SCS
"tremendous" and said that
he wouldn't trade this student
body for any othoc in the state.
Lease praised the cooperation of the students and the
democratic processes oore.
The democracy on the campus
and the academic freedoms
are reasons why there are
very few problems of student
unrest here, he said. "A
?ampus that is democratic
Just doesn't have these problems", Lease said.
Much of Dr. Lease's time
in his office in Whitney House
is spent talking with students
and trying to understand their

needs.
Lease is the author of over
40 books and manuals on electronics which have sold in the
United States and half a dozen
foreign countries. He has also
designed a number of teaching
devices and manuals to go
with them. His sets of transparencies on chemistry, physics and electronics are used
in many foreign countries.
His work in the electronics
h
· ed hi :-•
f 1.eld
·
as gain
m u""ernational recognition, as is shown
in his packet of letters • with
the airmail markings and foreign stamps on the envelopes.
Being an
administrator
doesn't leave much time for
electronics so Lease hasn't
published much siin,ce 1967.
He began his career in electronics as an instructor and
then worked for several years
as an engineer at Honeywell
in Minneapolis. Sometime be-

tween teaching and engineering, Lease was also a commercial · pilot.
Dr. Lease came to SCS in
1959 and taught electronics
in the technology department
and became chairman of the
department. In 1967 he accepted the position as vice
president .of the college.
In commenting about the,
selection of a replacement
for President Wick, Lease said
he is " concerned that the campus retain the demoor,atic processes and academic freedoms it now has" and hopes

that
the
new
president
"doesn't have a different
frame , of reference ( than
Wick's) or become more auto.
cratic.
There is a tendency today
for college presidents to become autocratic, he said, possibly because of outside pressures in communities where
there have be€-n problems with
student unrest. Although there
are no problems like that here,
Lease said, the new president's attitude will depend
on where he is from and who
he is.
·

Common Mark e t
plans .spring
. .t0 ur
Visits to Greenwich Village,
Cb.:natown, the United Nations, Capitol Hill, Mount Vernon and the Smithsonian Institute are highlights of a
Common Market - sponsored
tour over quarter break,
March 20-27.
Also included are meetings
with UN delegations, tours
of a model city and Manhattan's renewal areas, an
evening free for the theatre
and shopping in New York.
New York and Washington
D. C. were selected as the
focal points of the tour in
keeping with its emphasis on
urban environmental problems.
Students may participate
on either a two-credit or a
pleasure basis• Those not de-

siring the credits may attend
the · scheduled activities or
plan their own.
The cost of the tom is $224,
or $246 for the credited course
induding tuition. This paymeint c-0vers jet transportation and tax, hotel accomodations with four to a room, all
sight-seeing "ees and basic
illness and accident insurance.
A deposit of $75, payable
tc Regina Tours, is required
by Jan. 11. According to Common Market Director Myron
Umerski, interested students
should write to the following
address for registration materials and further informa·
tion: Mr. Roger A. Davis, Box
007, Morris Hall, Room 110,
Mankato, Minn. 56011·

---------~·~---~....----------------------------------Dr. Alfred Lease

TODA Y'S LESSON
CONCERNS APPLIED
ECONOMICS • • •
and the economics of a checking account. It's a necessity for
every college student who is concerned about the dir~ctions his
money goes. A checkbook is an abbreviated accounting system.
It lets you know where your money goes, gives you a receipt for
everything you buy (like books) and puts cash at your fingertipswhen you need it. A Northwestern checking account is especially
convenient since Northwestern 'Bonk is located just off the State
campus at 30 South Sixth Avenue. Stop in today.

NORTHWESTERN
Bank & Trust
30 SOUTH SIXTH AVENUE \\Member F.D.I.C." 252-6600
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ments to the contrary, many
senators feel that the senate·
On November 13, John Lindis a powerless body, subservient to the Faculty Senate
say resigned as vice-president
in most repects. "The Senate,"
of the SCS Student Senate and
asserted Greg Mam:ilng, "is
disassociated himself entirely
a powerless· organization.''
from student government at
SCS.
"The Senate is a · puppet
Explaining
his re,asons,
organization," agrees Lyle
by Karen Mattson
93 per cent placed.
Last year, 180 students grad- Lindsay placed much of the
Jensen.
"The School of Business is
uaited
from
the
School
of
Busiblame
of
an
imeffective
stuWhile senators obviously disvery good; it's diversified and
agree o:n the amount of power
well managed. The facu1ty ness and sought the College dent government upon the stuand influence the senate aetis concerned aruJl helpful," Placement Service. Of those dents and their failure to voice
ually has , all are in agreestated Mark Lundquist, presi- students registered, 88 per their views to Sooate reprment that a Communiity Gov-<ient of Delta Sigma Pi, the cent of Accounting majors esentatives. "The students,"
now have jobs; 86 per cent Lindsay argued, "are no!
ernmelllt is badly needed, ainrl
campus business f.naiternity.
that implementation of the
St. Cloud State Inauguarated of those in Finance; General worth representing at this
plan for equal studelllt-faculty
the first four-year business Business, 72 per cent; Man- time." He referred to the sturepresentation would prove
education training program agement, 66 per cent; Insur- dents as "a body of people that
to be a tremendous "shot in
in the State of Minnesota. The ance, Real Estate, and Secre- doesn't care whether or not
the arm" for lagging student
institution was initiated in 1936 tairial Adminisrtration students it's represented."
support for their rerresentaby three £acu1ty members,
tives.
~including Dr. Clair Daggett,
They see such a plan as the
who is still active as a Miarket- Ep!{Jit:~~!:eai::;
not yet been tabulated.
•
ing instructor.
ooly way to alleviate what
In the fall of 1968, thenew
many feel is a great deal of
"Looking at the statistics,
"foot dragging" on the part
business building was com- i,t appears as if Business gradof the faculty senate on, issues
pleted and is the only building uates have it easier getting
important to the stud€!111ts.
designed, built, occupied, and into business and finding
operated exclusively for busi- jobs," observed Bob Oliphant,
"A lot of needed improveness students in the State of the Placement Service.
ment in the Student Senate
College system. The building
has been tabled because of
which is located in back of PLans for expansion in the Present and former mem- abolishment of freshmen worn- for student government.
optimism that Community
Stewart Hall is ,the site where business program include ex- bers· of the senate concur with en's hours in the fall of last Many of the current senators Government would still be
Old Main {the birthplace of tentions to _f?e i~ternship P~ Lindsay in feeling that stu- year, and the proposals for concurred. "There is a lack approved ood a structure set
the Business Education pro- gr~m; additio~s m the quanti- dent "apathy" is the main increased aid to black studemits of knowledge of who the sen- in accordance with that," extabv~ AnalysJS ~ea and the problem with the senate. They thrnugh project SOUL, which ators are and what the senate plained John Lindsay. "Stugram) held classes.
"The Business school has Service. Dunension (Bureau see this apathy as a backlash came before the senate two cain do for them," asserted delllts may have been apathetyears ago, as instances where Ann Casey, who represents ic, but this screwi!Ilig around
been very successful," com- o_f ~usmess Research)! C?n- resulting from many thiirugs.
mented Dr. James Marmas, ~nmng _development of exist- According to some of the students came to the sen- Sherburne Hall.
( on the part of the Faculty
the School's Dean. "The mg curn_culu~r and more bo- senators, the student senate a~ meetings and made their
"Students feel too far apart Senate regarding Communfcy
anagement
e- lacks power. Community Gov- voices heard.
from the senate," agreed Government) doesn't help
number of majors is inoreas- grams ID
ing at a progressive rate. Last velopment.
er~ment, which would give Ridgeway, who resigned Greta Evans of Mitchell Hall. any·"
fall there were over 1,100 ma- "Our MBA (Master of Busi- students an equal voice with from the presidency this fall,
Efforts are, however, being The senators place varied
jors, and we presently have ness Administration) program the faculty in policy-makmg sees as part of the apathy made to make the senate more degree of blame upon the
1,400 majors enrolled. The is expandiing now," asserted decisions, could alleviate this problem, a widespread view accessible to the students _ faculty senate for the students'
quality of departments and Dean Marmas. "There is a problem somewhat.
a{llong students that their col- to make it easier for the stu- attitude toward their senate.
graduates are ait a very high greaiter variety of gr,aduate The student senators also lege student gover-rnment has dents to communicate their
"There is a deep polarizalevel-as evidenced by the courses, development in new feel a lack of communication little real power and can't ac- problems and wishes to the
tion between the two bodies,"
active recruiters on campus areas,
and considerable between the senate and SCS complish ai~hing. Ridgeway senate
said NSA Co-ordmatoif Ken
and the results of the CPA growth in the number of stu- students.
discounts this argument now
. ·
.
Wilson. Wilson sees a feeling
examinations." Marmas ex- dents." And even the building Those interviewed were: as vehetner.itly as he did iln MISS_ Benson, senate _. presi~
ate that they18 curren!ly. headin?, ef in the faculty sem1
itself
is
prepared
to
enlarge-Senate
President
Char
Ben~
his
state
of
the
campus
addent,
plained tihait the AccoUJ1ting
must
continually
have the
graduates have always had the three story structure has soo; former Vice-President dress, which he gave following forts at establishmg a. s~:
"upper hand," in its dealings
ample
room
for
expansiOIIlJohn
Lindsay;
Campus
Cohis
election
last
spring.
In
his
dent
ombudsmen
_committee,
an exceptionally high success
with the studenit.s and th~
ratio in placement w1th the and the Business people at Ordinator A r t Birnbaum; speech Ridgeway pointed out -: a plan by which s~nators
NSA Co-Ordmator Ken Wilson; that SCS stucients have maide will man . telepho~es m ~e representatives.
most recerut . figures showing SCS are planning on it.
Senate Vice-Presidetrut Don great gains in rights during the seniate offices durmg certallll Ridgeway believes the Fae
Stello; former Senate Presi- past four years.
hours of t~e day for the pur- ulty Senate is "very rightly"
to blame. The former Presidemt Paul Ridgeway; former
In his address, Ridgev.:ay pose of taking s!uden_t calls:
Senate Vice-President Dean states that because of action Incorporated m this proJect derut said that the Faculty SenUrdahl · and current senators on the part of the senate, stu- is the Chronicle's 'Action Liine' ate has many times shown
Tom Keller Steve Hobbs dents are now free to pass out type column, - 'The Eyes "flagrant disregard," for the
Greg Man.nilng Mary Murphy' any and all literature they Have It.' Here, students sub- views of the students, and
Greta Evains Ann Casey and choose on the campus, without mit questiolillS to the Chron-icle, cited a Faculty Senate meetLyle Jensen.'
'
the once necessary prior ap- which are given to senators ing held last yeair in Stewart
Urdahl, who a year ago cOITh- proval from the admintistra- to find answers., which are sub- Hall m which the topic was
to be a proposed all campus
ducted an unsuccessful cam- tion.
sequently published.
paign for the presidency of The senate, asserted RidgeMiss Benson added that "strike." He said that Faculty
the senate, drew an analogy way, is responsible for abolish- ~any studen~ fail to recog- Senate President Robert Beckbetween the view which SCS ing the practice of searching Il!lze that thier senators are er had especially shown such
students have of their student dormatory rooms for prohibited still students, and must also disregard in admonishing th
, - - - - - , - - - - , . - - - - - - - - - - - - - government and the way articles · while the residents fulfilled their obligations a students who had come to the
people throughout the country participated in fire drills,
such. "Often" she explainel meeting against disruption anI
feel about the national govern"Through efforts of the sen- "~t~dent senators find it very ir.timidation. Ridgeway said
moot. "The people are ac- ate," reminded Ridgeway, dif~icul~ to meet both sets of that in Ms view, the Faculty
customed to having things "freshmen women's hours o~hgatio~ as,, well as they
done for them and taking were abolished last fall, a sue- might ~ish t?.
,
(Cont. on p. 5, col. 1
those things for granted," cessful book exc~ange was Despite Ridgeway s stateUrdahl said.
initiated, a comprehensive off.
Students, he e~plained, take campus housing survey has
the beneficial thlngs which been completed, aind students

Business program
•
eyes expansion

by Steve Johnson
Managing Editor

the senate has done, ie: the)Chave been placed on campus
book exchange and the committees of great importabolishment of freshmen worn- ance, such as the Presidential
en's hours, for grainted, and Search Committee and the
become vocal when the body Student Activities Committee,
fails to accomplish other which amually allocates upthings which students feel are wards of ½ million dollars."
n€Cessary.
Returnmg to the question of
Does this meain that students student apathy, Ridgeway cited
are entirely apathetic? Urdahl what he called the failure of
thinks not- He pointed out that the current senate to make
students do express their opiiru- the "necessary effort to cooioos on matters which they tact alI1Jd work with other stuconsider highly significant, dent organizations - to obtaiill
such as the proposed strike their views, and keep them
of last spring, which the sen- informed through letters and
ate ,endorsed as a protest personal contact," as a prinagainst U.S. involvement in ciple reason for the present
Cambodia.
gap in communications which,
He also citied the collltro- he believes, has manifested
versies which_ surrounded the itself in seemilng disregard

Student government·
fact
or facade?

Top of the House
Entertainment tonight
"Colorado Hairstreak"
9:00 p.m.

Senate

STAY-UP

Open
at4 p.m.

Daily

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
Wednesday, Friday, and Saturday
AT THE TOP OF THE HOUSE
(Located Directly Above The House Of Pizza)

WEEKEND

an. 22, 23,24

Concert

Dance

Skating

Sno Games~

ENJOY Light or Dark Beer

SOMETHING

WE DELIVER

FOR

CALL 252 9300
19 South 5th Avenue

BODY
SPON SORED BY AWS
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Jobs becoming scarce

Senate
. (Cont; from p. 4)
Senate has boon too conserva·
tive and too "status quo."
Tom Keller attempted to
explain the conservative attitude of the faculty. "The
Faculty Setruate progresses
slowly because they're going
to be here for a long time,"
he said- "Naturally, they don't
want to stick their necks out.
But they are a good orgaa11zation. The college and the students have advanced rapidly.
Students have a big voice on
this campus, and shouldn't
abuse it."
But others did not see Keller's reasoning as a justification for what they believe is
i:r,action 001 the part of the
Faculty Senate. "They make
it hard to get anything done' '
asserted Mary Murphy. t,I
suppose somebody has to be
conservative, but they don't
have to be that conservative."

Things get caught up in Fae·
ulty Senate Committees am
the Student Senate loses control There is too much red
tape. Much of this could be
rectified by makin1g the two
representative bodies autonomous."

In Urdahl's view, such reasooog is only partly valid.
"Students know that the Faculty Senate can squelch Student Senate ac,tion," he said.
port, the Faculty Senate can be
"But with moce student supwith more student support,
the Faculty Senate can be
forced to act."
.
.
.
Those l!lllterviewed basically
concur that such support can,.
oot be expected until the Student Senate bridges the communication ga,p between themsel':es and the s~udents, . and
until the senate, with the views
gained through communication,
"The Student Senate is sub- can begin working towards
ordinate to the Faculty Sen- the ends. which the students
ate," added Miss Betmson. feel are important.

.A NEW STEREO SHOP
We Handle The Finest
In Stereo, Radio & T. V.
PIONEER
KENWOOD
SANSUI

SHERWOOD
SONY
ASTROCOM
JVC

CRAIG

MARANTZ
TEAC
TRUSONIC
MANY OTHERS

M & D STEREO
2 STORES WEST OF PARAMOUNT THEATRE
OPEN 11:00-9:00 p.m. WEEKDAYS & ALL DAY SATURDAY

All the senators agreed that
communication between themselves and those they must
represent is a duel responsibility. "It woul1 be lllice,"
commented Ridgeway, "if all
the students communicated
with th~ir senators, just as
it would be nice if all the
people of Mim~ota wrote
t~eir Congressmen. But this
just doesn't happen- The senate must go to the people, ail1id
the people must go to the senate. Students ca1n't blame their
senators for acting against
their wishes if they don't make
known their wishes. At the
same time, senators can't
blame students for being upset
if they act without attempting
to find out what their constituents want."

6:45
8:30
10: 10

While the state of the economy is assessed differently
by various authorities, its effeet on the new college graduate is quite clear. Job pros·
pects remain the poorest in
recent years.

Aero luh a dd

f

th . }

OUr a1rp ane
to organization

BEST DIRECTOR-BE~T SUP. ACTRESS
P1od11clron t ····

JACK NICHOLSON"

FIVI! l!IIIIH l'lltl:Jtll
KAREN BLACK ••• SUSAN ANSPACH.

Placement

=

~~~~~~1

~

The new pl ane rents for $9
pe_· hour and joins a Cessna
182 Skylane, 1967 Cessna 150,
and 1947 Piper Cub J-3, in
forming the club's retSources.

a:ry about
recruiters
as did in
they had

§

Allly student or faculty memher is eligible to join the club
with the only qualification
needed being an mterest in
flying or to do something "out
of the ordinary·"
~---------,

Although St. Cloud had 42 =
recruiters on campus this fall ~=--the same number as one
year before-most Mllnnesota
colleges reported a 20 per cent
reduction in the number of
recruiters, Oliphant said.

Chronicle

sell - Call

•the same number of §
visited st. Cloud §
previous years. But §
only about half . as §
many jobs available.

PlRlMOUJfT

§

§
§

;-

j

"The situation now is
similar to the way it's
the past year," he
"There simply are fewer

NOW SHOWING!

, ·: PHONE 251 -1221

AT 7:00& 9:15 P.M.

ENTERTAINMENT! RIGHT BETWEEN THE EYES!

A Howard Hawks Production

"RIO LOBO"
~(@i) \

=
===-

very ~
been §
said• ~
jobs ~

Oliphaint C'itoo a rec€1nit report by Northwestern University Placement Director Frank
Elndicott, who surveyed 191
companies across the natioo
this fall. The report showed

N.Y. Fiim Critics
COLUMBIA PICTURES P,,sen1s• 88S

sales are up with most companies. Another factor is the
turnover rate. Virtually no
one is leaving his job."
For the new graduate, part
of the problem is his major.
In some fields there are not
only few jobs available, but
there are mainy graduates
from ma,niy colleges seeking
jobs, Oliphant noted. "In some
cases, people are looking for
a job that is not there in the
first place," he said.
At St. Cloud, for example,
there were 660 undergraduate
non-teaching degrees
cOIIllferred from fall quarter, 1969,
through the secon~ summer
session, 1970. Of this t~tal,
20 per cent, or 133 students,
received degrees in sociologyNext came psychology with
52 grads and accounting with
49. Of the 133 in sociology, 51
registered with St. Cloud's
placement office and 15 were
placed.

~~

Triple Award Winner

8ESlPICTURE OF THE YEAR

that last year job cutbacks
amounted to an average of
29 per coot per firm among
111ew graduates with bachelor's
degrees.
The report showed a lot of
uncertainty about the future,
Oliphant said. While 28 per
cent of thoae polled expected
better times, 52 per cent said
things will contiinrue as they
have, and 20 per cent predieted poorer prospects.
Estimating their needs, 48
per coot said they would hire
fewer new employees; 31 per
cent said they would be hiring
more than last year. Fiftysix per cent of the companies
said they would be recruiti~g
1n fewer colleges.
.
• · ti
An unce~am or pess1:™s ~
outlo~k exists bec~!15e, m Oliphant s wo~ds,
the . same
problems exist that did Ol!lle
year ago.
"Business seems unsure and
no one wants to take a
chaince," he said• "~o, the
cost of raw matenals ~d
wages has skyrocketed, bnng·
ing profits down even though

The tightenililg job market
became noticeable last January with high interest rates,
stock market declines, cuts
in aero-space and de!~nse ~ontracts and other 8;llti-inflabooary steps, according to Robert Oliphant, assistant director o~ the Center for Career
Planlllilllg and Placement at
St. Cloud State.
Teaching graduates have
,.,..,j.:·gns Of a
f
ed CvuwuUOUS
ac
Sl
C
S tight
job market. By October
St. Cloud had piaced more new
teachers than ever before,
but there still were more than
100 qualified
secondary
teachers without jobs. Placement director Walter Larson
The SCS Aero club has ex- expects job prospects to be
pamded itself to its fourth no better for teachers next
airplane. A 1970 Cherokee 140 year.
is a four passenger single en(Cont. on P· 6, col. 5)
gin1e plane which is capable The m:n-teaching graduate'_s ~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIU!IIUIIIUllllllllllllllllllllllllll!IIIIIIIIIUIIUiiiiii11111111111h1111i11111111i11hii111111111111_lli
of an airspeed of 130 miles outlook is equally bleak. Oli§

classifieds
NOW
SHOWING

Placement outlool{ hleal{

Dr. lrvamae Applegate, Dean of SC.S's ==
School of Education, will be the featured
speaker at the AWS (Associated Women's
Students) meeting, which will be held January 12 at 6 p.m. in the Business Building,
room 119.
Topic of the meeting will be women and
their role in education. Dr. Applegate will _
relate her views on the topic and answer any ==~~ questions which may arise.
.
_
ffi'1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111~
I i $$$$$$ $$$$ $$ sssssssssssssssssss $$$

s,,.,.,.,,,,, ADRIEN JOYCE':

s,.,,,, BOB RA FELSON ,,,ADRIEN JOYC{
' '""""' BOB RAFELSON '"'RICHARD WECHSLER
' '""'"' '"'""' BERT SCHNEIDER , o""""'BOB RAFELSON
COLOR

IN~'::'C :

. 0
I ; ,~,
.{ j NOW SHOWING·•

AT7:00& 9:00P.M. • .

He's mean, rotten, thieving, a womanizer.

You're going to love Big Halsy.

EVERY DAY LOW, LOW PRICES

327-Sth Ave. So., St. Cloud

Dance to Live Music
_Friday and Saturday Nights

ClubAllllar
7: 00 & 9:30

G

f o r ~ Audiences

Pool tournaments on Wed. night.
Beer and Set-ups served.

locate at St. Aug usta
½ mile off Hwy. 152
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SPANers learn Greek at U
By JOANNE FRISSELL
studies when they return to leniged, and that she obtained in the United States than we
a more objective look at the do. Miss Bruton emphasized
"We send soldiers all over St . Cloud.
the world, so it's nice to be SPAN's program is made United States. The Yugoslav- her belief that " all Americans
able to send people now in possible through the scholar- ians, she said,often show as can benefit from exposure to
peace, in amity between na- ships made available by the much concern and more other peoples and different
tions," Mark Sathe, president Student Activities Committee, knowledge of what's happening cultures."
·
and also by the University
of SPAN, (Student p 1anmng of Minnesota, where private
for Amnity Among Nationa) donors give money. Those taksaid.
mg part are given some (Cont. from p. 5)
SPAN gives college students money from the funds for livBut Oliphant admitted that phant suggests "Using
the opportunity to further their mg expenses, but the actual finding a "good area" is get- every possible means of help,"
education through study and living arrangements are up ting harder.
including businessmen, retravel in foreign countries. to each individual. Th(., stu"Public accounting has held cently-hired employees and
This summer SPAN is send- dents - must contact a family
up
as well as all1Y, but there placement or perse,nnel peoing people to East Germany, who can give them a place
ple. Last year, only 306 of the
Cyprus, and Ghana. St. Cloud to live until they end their aae signs it has been affected, 660 non-teaching graduates
too,"
he
said.
Previously,
most
students are going to East stay.
sought jobs through the colGermany and Cyprus, and Those from SCS who are accomting firms found that lege's placement office. -Preabout
4o-45
per
cent
of
those
they are already preparing. going abroad this summer
paring .a "professional, neat
Each weekend they take are Darlene Perish, Judy offered jobs accepted. Last ar;d error-free" placement file
cultural and langunge classes Kuechle Kathy Bell, Gary year the figure was between or resume. -Being selective
at the U1:1ver~ity of Minin- . Leago, ~d Mary Grimstead- 60-80 per cent. Thus, many in the type of compauy conMrs. Patricia Potter
esota. By the time they leave Both Sathe and Mis~ Bru- firms overhired last year and tacted; "virtually forget" deJohn Peterson photo
t~s summer, they will have ton agreed that most of the are hiring fewer now, Oli- fense and aero-space coofractphant said.
holding companiesonented themselves toward difficulties center ar01md Ianthe c~untry and the people guage and orientation to the To improve job chances,
they will meet.
customs and way o2 life, and more thought should be given -Using more personal conKlea Bruton, who went to that in most instances such to jobs with firms handling tact; use the telephone and
Yugoslavia last summer under things are not hard to over- inexpensive and essential com- visits after applying.-Getting on an ir.tern program if
tre SP~ pro~ram,_ explained .come.
modities, he said- He cited
that they receive rune credits Miss Bruton emphasized. the insurance companies and some an, undergaduate. "It's a good
"My role is to assist stu- Students), am she is a mem- for the language classes, six warm response the people of food chai'Ils and department lead-in to a job and a very
dents i.n developing their full ber of the Student Activities fi:r the cultural sources, and Yugoslavia gave her. She ex- stores amoog those less af- good job recommendation,' ' Olipotential," remarks Mrs. Committee.
six for a_ paper _they write plafo.ed that many of her own fected than larger firms such phant ·said. -Getting involved
Patricia Potter, Associate ::::Oming here eight years about their experiences and values and opinions were chal- as Control Data, Honeywell in extra-curricular activities.
"All companies look at the~
or Univac.
Dean of Students.
ago, Mrs. Potter has seen
things in terms of leadership
Mrs. Potter has taught at many changes take ph1ce. For .
St. Cloud's placement office ability," he added. -Begin· junior high, senior high, and women, the abolishment of (Cont. from P· 1)
is trying to help job-seeking ning early to prepare a placevocational schools, but pre- hours is the major accomplishConcerning grants and aid,
1972 is · the earliest Lease students. Classroom visits,
ment file, getting letters of
fers to work with college stu- ment. "Women are as mature Lease pointed out that it is projects any of the state col- frequent showings of a film
recommendation before startdents. "At this age, the stu- or more mature than men and ..a "well known statistical fact " leges to become universities, on career planning and three ing to job-boot.
dents start to demonstrate this (the abolishment of hours) that universities in the United and he added that SCS and video tapes on the placement
their real beliefs, and the role is a welcome change for States have been securing the Mankato State will · probably process, placement guidance
"Jobs are availablt- • it's
they play as an adult," she them," she saidvast majority ?f government take the lead. The latest he and facilities for numerous just that they're fewf•~ and
commented.
Mrs. Potter has a degree grants and assistance. Lease expects the program to take job recruiters are among ser- harder to get," Oliphant conHer work involves counsel- i.n recreation and a Masters said that should SCS become shape is 1975. The State vices provided.
cluded. "Che st;ident last year
ing, administration, advising degree . in _Counselin~ fro~ a university, its potential !or legislature is expected to take
never gave up and finally got
women's organizations such the Umvers1ty of WISconsm government grants and assist- action on the Board's $250,000 Students, meanwhile, have a job. But he had to write 83
ways to help themselves. Oli- letters before he diJ-"
as AWS (Associated Women's in Madison.
. ance would double or triple. request in April or May.

Placement __________

Assoc. Dean prefers
College Students

University-------------

DELIVER
5:00- -2:00

.....

l
16 -·Norrit S1!venth Aven1t~

St. Cloud, Minnesota
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ATTENTION
ALTERNATIONS and repair
of men and women's clothing,
123 18th Ave- No. Phone
; 252-2204.
NEED A R I D E TO ST.
' CLOUD? Mpls. and st. Paul
commuter bus weekly and
daily service. Register now
· at Atwood Um.on for winter
· qtr. or call 612-47111736.
-~TUDENT TRIPPER - work
~.: Europe - travel. Could you
dip a far out month working
for extra travel money at an
In~mational Youth Hostel and
~mg free to roam the Continent for the rest of the summer? This is the opportunity
of a lifetime for the experience of a lifetime. Co-ordinated International Staffing
Deadlines must be met so send
fa the exciting details without delay. Mail 50 cents to
' Student Travel Services, P.O.
3ox 19384, Sacramento, Calf ifornia 95819.
,.. ' F I COULD SHOW you how
v to live good and not pay any
·ent, would you be interested?
John Moe 252-6372.

DO IT in Daytona Beach
again. Bus trip to Daytona
Beach, Fla. over spring break
now organizing. Watch Chroncile for announcements and
t:"heck information table in
'\twood.
WOULD
you like your portriat
1 1
1 rawn? For appointment c.all
Arnie 253-4856.
- ..,HI SIG SMOKER Tues. Jan.
·2 Civic Penney Rm. Atwood
·:oo p.m.
1

1

-

\·LL CAMPUS PARTY Jan.
12. By Teke Downtown Ban1uet Ceniter 6th and GermainYOU'LL DIG PHI SIG come
to the smoker Civic Penn~y
'lm. Atwood Tues., Jan. 12, 7
p.m.
:. IVE MUSIC live people live
refreshments live Teke Jan.
' 2 Banquet Center.
SL ENTERPRISES invites
all interested young men to
attend the Phi Sig smoker
,.. Tues., Jan. 12 Civic Penney
- Rm• Atwood 7 p.m.
.
WI LL DO_ BABYSITING m
my home m college area. Experienced, have references.
-~52·8777.
TIRED OF DOING NOTHING
J N WEEKENDS? Ch~k out
Phi Sig at our smoker Tues.
.Jan. 12 at 7 p.m. in the Civic
?enney Rm.
: SCREAM into winter qtr- with
the Tekes Joo. 12 DoWilltown
3 anquet Center, live music.

- "Nomen sports
; schedule given
The following is a schedule
for women's Intercollegiate
Sports:
Badminton: First meeting
and practice at 6 p.m., Monday January 11, Halenbeck
East balcony. Coach: Dr. Dee
Whitlock.
Basketball: Practices Monday and Thursday, 6:30 Lab
School. Coach: Mrs. Pat Halvorson.
Gymnastics: P r a c t i c e s:
Monday, Tuesday and Thursday 6 p.m. , Halenbeck Gym. ._nasties Gym. Coach: Miss
Gladys Ziemer.
All full-time women students
are invited to try out for a

team.
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WANTED: good hearty men.
ROOMS for men 390 5th Ave. girls, openings for winter qtr., share apt. with 1 other girlROOMS
So. 252-9716 ask for Gary.
close to campus, fully carpet- Call 253--1381.
Will accept jocks, beer drinkers, intellectuals, and pro- BASEMENT APT. for rent. APT., completely furnished, ed, new furniture. 812 6th Ave. 1 or 2 girls to live with 4
fessional students. Phi Sig Call 252-6549·
very neat, teacher or 2 neat So. Call 252-9771 or 251-3994.
others. Call 253--5789.
smoker Tues., Jan. 12 Civic ROOMS for men, kitchoo quiet students, walking dis- ROOM for 1 male, unap- RIDE to Ullliversity daily M.,
Penney Rm. r-.t 7 p.m·
living room accomodations'. tance to college 252-0708 call proved. 251-2116.
W., F., leave at 12 or 12:30,
GIRLS! 1403 has the itch Inquire at 920 S. 7th Ave. before 10 a-m.
WANTED
Tues. and Thurs. leave at 2:00
agam. ,If interested call Ron 252-3886.
APPROVED HOUSING for ROOMMATED immediately to Call 252-5638.
or Ray 3580.
GET IT TOGETHER with Tau
Kappa Epsilon this winter.
Free party from us to you.
Live band, free refreshments
Jan. 12, Banquet Cemer.
PHI SIG SMOKER Tues., Jan.
12 Civic Penney Rm Atwood
7:00 p.m.
·
PERSONAL
0
.
.
.
LEAVE the light on this qtr.
RI.
HELLO, JK, JS, PP, EM, LC,
CM, TP, BL, BD, hope
to see you at some good
parties A.D.
JUDY s. why are you so frigid. The Big Gbed still
eaks
B.W.L.: Your
. . squ
the same as last year. B.O.
HI KATH, Doug, and Peter.
How are things in New Mexico?
THINK SPRING! Do your
thing for 7 days in Daytooa
Beach spring break with B&T
Enterprises- Call Dick about
this fantastic trip. 255-2485.
COACH, thank you for introd-Jcting us to Heidi - The
Swim Team.
JUNGLE JOHN, was your
hand really there! Diane
COACH, yes I did score
Homs.
WOODY, repressioo leads to
violence - Horns.
AMMEND, how did you. ma~eout with Karen - S.C.S. WI.Il"
dow Peepers·
SCORCH, Dale didn't have
a ball in Florida but he tried
.,... Horns.
HEIDI moonlights as a vampire - Horns.
GRAVEL, That trip you took
up the beach must have been
quite an experience.
FOR SALE
MEN'S SKI BOOTS, size 10½ ,
ex. cond., Make offer, call
253-5239.
Judo Club
Judo Club meets every Monday and Wednesday from 67 p.m. at HaH Dance Studio.
Men and women and spectators are welcome. Learn dynamic judo and self-defense.
Daytona Beach
The annual college bus trip
to Daytona Beach, Florida
during spring vacation is now
being organized. Eight days
will be spent on the beach
at the beautiful Safari Beach
Motel. Watch for announcements in the Chronicle and
for the information table in
Atwood Center.
WRA
Come join the fun at WRA
basketball Mooday and Wednesdays from 6:30-8:30 p.m. ·
IVCF
The IVCF cho4' will be singing tltis Sunday at Maywood
Convena!llt Church at Foley.
Hung up on the same
We will meet in the back of
old pants? ...
Garvey at 6: 30 p.m. If you
like to sing, join us. If you
like to si:Illg or not, cvme to
our regular Tuesday night
Looking for something new? ... Patrr.eetings at Atwood.
ricks Pantree has pantastic pants,
ABOG
.
.
.
.
co!lossal
colors and pantastic prices. Do
ABOG will be interviewing
your shopping at Patr1cks and let Patrick outfit your favorite man with the newest
soon to fill two governorships,
Publicity and Literary Areas·
gear from the largest selection of pants in town.
·
Applications are available at
the main desk in Atwood. Also,
Hours: Monday thru Friday 9:30-9:00 Saturday 9:30-6:00 Sunday 1:00-6:00
persons interested in workiln,g
Next to Sam's Pizza 18 No. 7th Ave.
the College Bowl programs
should apply now.

#.•
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Winter teams
return to
competition

The

BULL

St. Cloud's pucksters, swimmers, and gynasts return
to action after resting during
the holiday break.

Pen

The hockey squad played
St. John's here Thursday, and
will host St. Olaf at 2 p.m.
tomorrow. The Huskies carried a 3-1 record into this
week's competition, after splitting a two game series at Concordia Dec. 11 and 12.

by Dick Dahl
Sports Editor

Oddball Year for Post-season Football

It was a dandy quarter break for football. Right,
sports fans?
The biggies got beat; namely Ohio State, Texas,
and the Vikings. Who would have expected Nebraska
to vie for the number one collegiate spot and a Baltimore-Dallas Super Bowl?
That's the way things went in the bowl and playoff
games - strangely. Probably the strangest things was
the inept performance of Viking QB Gary Cuozzo. He
displayed all the finesse of a pimple-faced 13-year-old
at his first dance. Yes, Cuozzo does have a good arm,
but I wish he knew what to do with it.
Another strange performance was that of Charley
Lipton, a wise guy freshman here at SCS. Charley came
up with the marvelous idea of creating a Rose Bowl
football pool. He made a board with 100 squares on it,
each cqntaining a different set of two digits (from 0-0

to

Coach Rufus Wilson's swimmers will compete in a pair
of meets this weekend, traveling to Southwest for the
Northern Intercollegiate Conference opener today and head
further south to Wayne State
(Neb.) tomorrow for a nonconference meet.
The gymnasts, coached by
Arlynn Anderson, also have
two meets this weekend. Today they compete against the
University of Minnesota there,
and tomorrow they move on
to. Stout ~ate of Menomonie,
Wisconsin.

9-9) .

The first digit stood for Stanford and the second,
Ohio State. If the pair of digits selected coincided with
the one's-unit digit of the two teams' quarter scores
(there were four winners) $25 would be awarded to person who selected the proper pair of digits, provided all
squares were selected - at a dollar a square. For intance, a selection of 6-2 meant that if, at any quarter
break, Stanford was ahead 16-12, 26-22, behind 12-6, etc.
the holder of that square would be a winner.
I selected two squares: 0-4 and 7-1.
On New Year's Day some friends and I journeyed
to Duluth, and by kickoff time we were siting in a
hardhat tavern that had a TV. Why we went to Duluth
I know not, except that New Year's Eve (a sport in
itself) does funny things to people.
Anyway, anticipating Ohio State to have a 14-0 lead
at either the first quarter break or halftime l was considering the likelihood of winning $25 or more. As it
turned out Ohio State was holding to a 14-10 lead shortly
before the half (which was just as good, ·,money-wise).
However, Stanford was driving. I was biting my
nails and seeing my money disappearing. They surged
to the Ohio State seven. On the next play they fumbled,
Ohio State recovered, I jumped into the air clapping my
clammy hands together and let every patron of the
place know ~y money was safe.
_
I felt great. I told friends and relatives I had won
$25. They were happy for me.
Returning to college, I met Charley Lipton the first
day and said, "Hey, man, how about my 25 skins?"
Charley said, "Oh, I didn't sell enough squares, so
I refunded the money. Here's your two dollars."
It was nice of him.

Games Area
tournies to
be offered
Double elimination tournaments for m€1Il! in billiards and
table tennis are plal!lned from
January 11-14 in the Games
Area of Atwood Center to
qualify participants for competition in the regional Association of College Unions-mternational games tournament
at the Uruiversity of Iowa next
month.

Record drops to 2-10

Dragons tip Huskies
The St. Cloud State basketball team continued its losing
ways since the end of fall
quarter and now stand 2-10
for the year.
The most recent loss was
a surprisingly close 45_39 decision at Moorhead to the undefeated Dragons (10-0) for both
teams' NIC opener. The Huskies held a 30-29 halftime lead,
but, as in many games this
year, they fell apart in the
second half.
The lead went to 36-31 with
about 17:00 to play when the
Huskies decided to freeze the
ball. The strategy didn't work.
Moorhead outscored St. Cloud
14-3 the rest of the way.
George Wilson scored 15
( all in the first half) to tie the
Dragons' Mike Berg for scoring honors.
Wilson is averaging 14.4 as
the Huskies' leading scorer,
followed by Jeff Barott's
13.4.
The · Huskies' second win
of the year, a 76-63 conquest
of Lakehead (Ont.) gave them
fourth place in the Granite
City Classic, held in Halenbeck Dec. 28, 29, and 30.
Barott's hot hand aided the
Huskies in that one as he connected for 30 points and
grabbed 14 rebounds.
The Huskies fell to a strong
St. Thomas five 80-70 in the
se·cond round, and to Great
Falls (Mont,) 69-60 the third
day.

A Chess tournament will
also be scheduled if enough
interest is shown. For further
information contact the Games
& Recreation Area, 255-2278. ·

*
*
*

*

MOST ECONOMICAL way to Europe. Also

*

substontiol reductions on auto trove!.
European Oddyssey, Winsted Mn.
55395.
'

*

GAR-V'S CAM PUS
STEREO
· ..

~=-A~-~~~~

CW.~t]~
\~::

L

;·-y. ,
✓ J

: c.

Student discounts on all
.stereo sound syst~ms
across from Case Hall ·

All brands
--- available
.

-p.m.

1

The sihop 1s equipped to hainmany duplicaitlinig and
priruting ,as.sj gnmenits ,ait a

d[,e

1

•

•

- ,1

oosit iDc1udi,ng ~Lyers
and profoosionalilily printed
poSlters 1n a viariety oif 00~
rombiruaitiorus..
The J"ecernt purchase O!f a
fluid duplicating macfuine eian
proviide for trhe repirod1UJctio,n
of frnm 25 ,to 200 copies of
filyers, hand - ollits, meetirug
minuit-es, or other d~ip,ldicrutin.g.
IIlll1lill1!aii.

A day-long quadrangular
wrestling meet will be held
tomorrow in Halenbeck, as
the Huskies host teams from
Bethel, Minot (N.D.) State, =
and Southwest.
The Huskies, who will carry
a 1-3 dual competition mark
into the meet, face Minot at
10 a.m. Bethel will t angle with
Southwest at 10 a .m. also. At
1 p.m. St Cloud meets Bethel
and Minot will go against
Southwest. At 3 p.m. the Huskies face Southwest and Minot
duels Bethel.
Coach John Oxton probably
will use more than one wrestler in each weight class.

M FT

.,
~

*

*

*

*
*
*
*

Membership in Minnesota' s only classroom teacher organization and in the
American Federation of Teachers
$200,000 liability insurance with Lloyd' s of London, per incident
MFT ACTION - monthly newspaper
MINNESOTA TEACHER - Quarterly journal of teacher opinion
AMERICAN TEACHER - monthly AFT newspaper
CHANGING EDUCATION - AFT journal of opinion
Information on Legislative happenings concerning teachers
Free attendance at MFT conferences, seminars, and meetings
Educational Conferences and Seminars
Membership in an organization committed to adequate teacher salaries , collective
bargaining, maximum class size of 20, total school integration, and for anything
else that will improve our schools, communities, states, and nation through better
teaching.
Student MFT in autonomous and sets its own goals and governs itself.
United Buying Service
Automobile Insurance
Travel Tours
Credit Union
For lnfonnation, send application and che~k to:
~
Minnesota Federation of Teachers,

2~f}t645~~17~venue, St. Paul, Minn. 55114,

()}

------------------------------------J
¥
APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP

Make $3.00 c hecks payable to Minne sota Federation of Teachers and send directly to MFT office.
•
Mr. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ College _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Name Mrs.
Miss
Complete College Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Home Address
Home Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Home Phon

6
"
- - - - - -

School district wheie you are or will student teach, if known _ _~ - - - - - - - - - lt is my understanding that the dues I pay will take care of all teacher affiliations - Local, State; and
National.
I am enclosing with my application$ _ _ _ _ _ __
Applicant's.Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

daily except Wed. & Sun ..

l-iu.ij,j:@ijij

$3.00 MEMBERSHIP FEE

*
European Summer
Nomuds:

Usten to your favorite music o.n 'a new stereo sound
· system from_

open 5-9

The Aitwood ' Celllter Pdn1t
Sihop, loca.ted in Room 126, is
open Mood!a y - Friid:ay from
2 to 5 p.m.

ORGANIZATION
FOR CHANGE

Bargain Prices!)

Tommy (The Who) $8
Neil Diamond $J74
·and many more
· 8 tr.ack t~pes all $J98

Huskies to
Shop handles
host 4.team
posters, flyers- _ mat tourney
minimal cost
The Huskies' second confer-

Join the

*

25

Wilson was the lone Husky
to be selected to the 10-man
all-tournament team. The Mo_st
Valuable Pla~er Award we~t
t? Moorhead s Charly WilIiams.
The other losses for the Huskies were to the following
teams: Concordia (78-70),
Gonzaga (Wash.) (88-72), St.
John's
(81-65),
Macalester
(60-58) , and St. Olaf (97-70).

ence tilt is tomorrow night
against the University of
Minnesota ~ Morris Cougars
in Halenbeck at 7:30. This may
be an interesting match-up
as coach Noel Olson will be
facing the school for which
he coached for five years until
coming to St. Cloud. The Cougars will be masterminded
by Jack Haddorff, who served
under Olson as freshman
coach here last year.
""
The Cougars have done well
and hold a 5-5 record going
into their NIC opener at
Winona tonight.

Student Minnesota Federation of Teachers

As long as the subject is late-season football, there
is something I've wanted to get off my chest for
some time.
Why do we have to link our outdated ideals of nationalism (through halftime shows) with football?
· Most halftime shows of bowl games (and others)
are nationalistically oriented - complete with soldiers
and guns. This kind of stuff reflects. a political bone that
shouldn't be thrown on a football field.
In theory, a freak should enjoy football, too.

Woodstock $9.98

The winner of the Classic
was
Moorhead
as
they
downed St. Tho~ias 80-78 for
the championship.

Entries for the billiards
tourney Jan. 11-12 close today I ===A=T=T=E=NT=l=O=N=A=L=L=P=RO=S=P=E=CT=l=V=
E=ST=U=D=E=N=T=T=E=AC= H
=E=R=S= = =
at 5 p.m. Entry fee is $3 per
person. Table teruniis entries
are due Tuesday, January 12
for the tourooy scheduled JaJ!l,.
13-14. Entry fee is $1·

Grid Halftimes Need Change

25% dis_couot on all ~lbums

Friday, January 8, 1971

